What’s New

Important Changes to Sales Tax Collections Data
Beginning October 2013

On October 7, 2013 Sales and Use Tax was converted to the Mississippi Automated Revenue System (MARS). MARS is a 5-year technology upgrade project that completely replaces multiple computer systems with a modern, state-of-the-art integrated tax system.

As part of this conversion sales tax collections data is now based on the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS). NAICS was developed in 1997 and replaced the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) System. The SIC System was previously used in the Mississippi Department of Revenue Sales Tax Collections Data. A crosswalk table mapping the SIC codes to the NAICS codes is provided on the statistics page of this website.

As a result of the conversion of Sales and Use Tax to MARS, the previous fiscal year data included in some of the Sales Tax Collections Statistical Reports will not be comparable to data published earlier than October 2013 for the previous fiscal year.

Sales as Indicated by County by Industry is now a separate report.